3rd Eye® Complete Fleet
Management Solutions
Innovative solutions to help drive fleet safety,
productivity, profitability, and maintenance.

The Challenges

Today’s fleets are incredibly complex. In order to be successful, it is imperative
that all the information needed to effectively manage drivers, vehicles,
equipment, safety, fleet operations, and accounting, be easily available,
accurate, and require minimal manual input from operators.
Historically, obtaining this level of information requires multiple, incompatible
systems, all barely fitting together in a complex cog-work of confusion.

The Solution

3rd Eye provides a powerful suite of “out-of-the-box” solutions, that passively
collect the information needed, without requiring manual operator action.
Our incredibly simple-to-use suite of tools provide fleets with the ability to
easily meet complex requirements such as: ensuring driver best practices,
vehicle and equipment efficiency, fleet management, government policy
compliance, and so much more!
It’s all part of the industry-changing Connected Collections® digital strategy,
helping fleets to make better decisions faster.

Value Overview
• Predictive maintenance alerts
• Passive capturing of your team’s
successful service
• Intuitive user interface

Safety

Operations

Optim-Eyes®
Maintenance

Certif-Eye®
Accounting

EDUCATION

LOGISTICS

• Dynamic reporting and data analysis
• Customizable data feeds and sharing

• Automated long term data storage and
risk mitigation
Verif-Eye®

CONSTRUCTION

• Full 360 video coverage inside and out

• Continuous video analysis for
operations and safety

Magnif-Eye®

Perfect For

PUBLIC SERVICES

REFUSE

TRANSPORTATION

• Powerful partner community with
integrated solutions
UTILITIES

Magnif-Eye®

Verif-Eye®

Safety

Operations

With cameras continuously recording what the driver sees (and doesn’t see),
3rd Eye provides continuous monitoring of your fleet. View live feeds and
on-demand video for the ultimate in safety and liability protection.

Passively capture proof-of-service with data including video and/or photo
documentation. Quickly pull on-demand video for service complications to
ensure continuous operation efficacy.

• 360 Degree Camera Coverage with non-stop recording

• Passively capture your drivers servicing your end-users

• Chronological accident liability with on-demand video requests and
automated triggers

• Have each end-user service reviewed per your requirements

• Coach, educate, and develop operators

• Actively identify incomplete service

• View in near real time with live streaming

• Simple tablet integration for automated processing

• Associate service to your end-users

• Integrated options for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) management

Optim-Eyes®

Certif-Eye®

Maintenance

Accounting

Automatically monitor your fleet and equipment, with the ability to proactively
predict when service and repairs are best required. Reduce breakdown
potential by having work orders automatically created in your systems.

Passively track asset utilization such as: location, fuel usage, engine hours, and
miles driven. Key information required for various Department of Transportation
(DOT) compliance and taxation benefits is right at your fingertips!

• Continuous engine diagnostic maintenance monitoring

• Easily file International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA) taxation reporting

• Heil® exclusive body cortex controller analysis

• Fuel Excise tax recovery details for filing study compliance

• Predictive alerting and work order generation

• Understand asset utilization for Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR)
requirements

• Prescriptive guidance for each maintenance scenario

• Analyze and monitor your operational utilization

3rd Eye® complete fleet management solutions.
Let Your Drivers Drive, We’ll Handle The Rest.

Learn More or Request a Demo

1-866-804-2984 | info@3rdeyecam.com

Visit us online: www.3rdEyeCam.com

